Equipment List for UO Geology Field Camp, Summer 2017

**Camping Equipment**

Warm Clothing (including hat and gloves)
Watch (for keeping time) – This is important, please be sure to have a watch in the field
Sleeping bag and pad
Tent (can be shared with other students if you like)
Camping chair (optional, but nice to have)
Camping cup for tea or coffee (optional, we have utensils for group meals)
Flashlight
Raingear

**Field Equipment**

Boots
Plenty of socks
Day pack
Sun hat, sun glasses
Clothes made of light-weight fabric to keep the sun off your skin
Sunscreen and chapstick
Water bottles (at least 2 liters)
Mechanical Pencil with HB lead (0.5mm recommended, bring spare pencils and lead)
Eraser (retractable mechanical erasers are great)
Rock hammer and holster
Handlens (10x power or greater)
Map board (we recommend 10 x 12 inches, or even larger if it fits in your pack)
Field notebook (must be good quality, standard size)
Field case (good field cases can be ordered from ASC scientific www.ascscientific.com
  We highly recommend the cordura field pouches made by Plateau Design)

**Office equipment**

Graph paper (10 squares to the inch)
Tracing paper
Colored Pencils
Black drafting pens (important: Staedler #005, 01 and 05 or equivalent)
Protractor Ruler (See-Thru W-8 protractor rulers, 6” long w/10ths of inches, or equivalent, bring spares)
1 USB thumb drive (to save your work on)
Scotch tape
Laptop Computer (Highly recommended for the time in Dillon, but not required. Will be stored in a cool, secure location for camping portions of trip.)

**Miscellaneous**

Camera (optional, but highly recommended)
Swim suit, towel
Toiletries kit